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otherwise make enough noise to scare the predators. Although cattle herding was not highly 

appreciated, it was a task that taught children responsibility. It serves as an example of their 

complementary role in the division of family labour.18 

 

Another task repeatedly allotted to children was that of helping in the stagecoach service. It was 

important especially in Hyvinkäänkylä, as the village was situated by the side of the important road 

between the towns of Helsinki and Hämeenlinna. In cases where farms were obliged by the law to 

provide horses and service to travellers for settled payment, young boys and girls could be sent to 

accompany the horses and the carriage.19 It could be scary and even dangerous for a child to travel 

with strangers and return alone with the horse and carriage. However, as the amount of workforce 

on any farm was limited, having a child to replace a grown-up driver could be unavoidable.  

 

Both cattle herding and stagecoach service serve as examples on how children were used as a 

reserve workforce that served multiple assisting tasks. In the studied villages, as well as elsewhere 

in rural Nordic areas, children's tasks were flexible. Taking care of water and food supplies, 

assisting in the fields, picking berries were tasks where children were often working on their own. 

One important task was also looking after younger children in the household �± sometimes a 

pleasant, sometimes a tedious task.20 As has been observed both in rural Finland and Sweden, when 

it came to children under 10 years, dividing labour according to gender was not as relevant as for 

elder children. When in their teens, girls were more likely to take to childcare and dairy work, while 

boys would deal with horses and other farm work.21 In this context, literary skills were of minor 

importance; investing time on the survival of the farm was crucial. 

 

 

The clergy's engagement to the literary education 

 

Generally speaking, during the 18th century some threads of the Enlightenment started to infiltrate 

education, although it took almost 100 years for ideas to mature into practical decisions. In the rural 

context, focus was still on literacy and the teaching of basic tenets of the Church. Nearest schools 

for higher education were situated at the towns of Hämeenlinna and Helsinki, but they did seldom 
 

18 Sjöberg, �µWorking Rural Children�¶, 106�±128; Rahikainen, �µRahvaan lapset�¶, 321�±325. 
19 Felix Seppälä, �µKievareita ja kyydintekoa vuosisata sitten.�¶ In Hämeenmaa 10, ed. Y. S. Koskimies (Hämeen 
heimoliitto: Hämeenlinna, 1959), 200. 
20 Sjöberg, �¶Working Rural Children�¶, 121; Vilkuna, �µLapsuuden ja puolikasvuisuuden kynnyksillä�¶, 28; Rahikainen, 
�µRahvaan lapset�¶, 333. 
21 Rahikainen, �µRahvaan lapset�¶, 332�±334. 
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attract pupils from the outlying villages.22 In the latter part of the 18th century, however, a son from 

the Vatsia farm, situated in the borders of Kytäjärvi village, was known to have attended school in 

the town of Porvoo; thus the word �µscholaris�¶���L�V���X�V�Hd in the parish records.23 In the Kytäjä (Näs) 

manor, situated by the lake in Kytäjärvi, was a library and the manor owners might have organised 

some guidance not only for their own children but also for their employees and their families.24 

However, in the 18th century the manor owners were not yet touched by philanthropic principles in 

the same way as later in the mid-19th century. 

 

Occasionally, there was discussion on whether separate schoolmasters could be hired by the parish 

to help the priests. In practice, people living in rural parishes like the ones studied here mostly felt 

that hiring teachers was too expensive, not to mention building actual parish schools.25 It is 

illustrative of the attitudes of the rural families that on the local level literacy and schooling were 

often discussed in the context of expenses that a schoolmaster would bring. In addition to being 

worried about the costs a schoolmaster would mean to the community, parents were constantly 

worried that too much reading would destroy children's working capacity. In Nurmijärvi, hiring a 

schoolmaster was discussed, but it also turned out that it was difficult to find teachers.26 There are 

some notions of lay village teachers who were, though, self-taught individuals paid by parents for 

tutoring children in the villages in early 19th century.27 Unfortunately, as they were not officially 

working for the parish very little is known about their work. 

 

The conflicts related to teaching became apparent locally in Ridasjärvi village after 1765 when the 

obligatory nature of the confirmation classes was imposed on the inhabitants. In principle, the idea 

was that young people should be prepared for the confirmation by participating to a confirmation 

school for two years. In practice, confirmation school often only involved a couple of days of 

teaching, and while children could have been tutored at home, for many the importance of reading 

 
22 L. A. Puntila, �µYliopistonkäynti Hämeen läänin pitäjistä vv. 1800�±49.�¶ In Hämeenmaa IV. Hämeen elämää ja oloja, 
ed. S. Mattsson et al. (Hämeenlinna: Hämeenlinnan heimoliitto, 1934). 
23 Carl Simonsson, scholaris, Loppi parish records on Vatsia farm, 1768�±1773, Loppi parish records, the National 
Archives of Finland. I am grateful to Kaisa Kyläkoski for pointing out the source.  
24 List of library books in Kytäjärvi manor, collected by Sirkka Lauerma, in the Hyvinkää City Museum Archives; 
personal observations by the author of this chapter at the private Kytäjärvi Manor Archives in Kytäjärvi Manor, 
September 2013. 
25 Timo Joutsivuo, �µPapeiksi ja virkamiehiksi�¶. In Huoneentaulun maailma. Kasvatus ja koulutus Suomessa keskiajalta 
1860-luvulle, ed. Jussi Hanska et al. (Helsinki: Finnish Literature Society, 2010), 148. 
26 Päiviö Tommila, Nurmijärven pitäjän historia II (Nurmijärvi: Nurmijärven kunta, 1959), 360�±361; Joutsivuo, 
�¶Papeiksi ja virkamiehiksi�¶, 148; Laine and Laine, �µKirkollinen kansanopetus�¶, 280�±281. 
27 Keskitalo, Hausjärven historia, 487�±489. 
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skills seems to have dawned only at the age of confirmation.28 The local parishioners complained 

that the assistant vicar, Master Fredrik Johan Zweygberg (ca. 1722�±1775, vicar in 1762�±1769) took 

too many days to prepare the young people for the confirmation. The assistant vicar himself felt that 

it was impossible to really have the children learn anything when they often arrived to the church 

only the night before confirmation. One can imagine the frustration of Zweygberg who had himself 

studied at the University in Turku. The relationship between the vicar and the parish was not good 

and the vicar was fired in 1769.29  

 

In the 19th century the Confirmation school was made even more comprehensive in all of the 

Finland, so that the school now took several weeks in spring and autumn. Children were expected to 

read Catechism and later also the Children's Bible.30 However, on local level the schooling 

arrangements depended on the activity of the clergy and the goodwill of the parish inhabitants. For 

Kytäjärvi and Hyvinkäänkylä, things were changed in the 1830s when an active minister of the 

parish, Johan Fredrik Bergh (1795�±1866), started the ambulatory parish school (kiertokoulu) and 

the Sunday school. In the ambulatory parish school the teacher would stay every village for a 

couple of weeks and gather the children to one farmhouse to train their reading skills. The Sunday 

school was organised at the church to teach children who came to the church for the Sunday 

sermon.31 Later on, in the mid-19th century, Bergh was also active in the preparations of the 

aforementioned Elementary School Law of 1866. 

 

From now on, then, an especially hired ambulatory parish school teacher went from village to 

village to observe the skills of children and young people already before the time of confirmation. 

He would stay at one village for a couple of weeks, teach children and make notes of their skills.32 

The pupils were mostly 10�±11 years old but some were only 6 years old and some had already 

passed the age of confirmation. The school books list farmers' sons and poor people's daughters 

alike; all were gathered under the same roof.33 As the teacher still spent most of his time in the 

villages near the church, it is hardly surprising that children in the most distant villages were found 

 
28 Laine and Laine, �µKirkollinen kansanopetus�¶,  280�±281. 
29 Dean's reports of inspection (rovastintarkastuspöytäkirjat), 1760�±1770, Hausjärvi Parish records, Hausjärvi parish 
archives in the National Archives of Finland; Keskitalo 1964: 483�±484; Yrjö Kotivuori, Ylioppilasmatrikkeli 1640�±
1852: Fredrik Johan Zweygberg. Online Catalogue <http://www.helsinki.fi/ylioppilasmatrikkeli/henkilo.php?id=6800> 
Reference 5 Nov 2015. 
30 Keskitalo, Hausjärven historia,  48. 
31 Tommila, Nurmijärven historia II, 356�±373; Kyllikki Tiensuu, �µBergh, Johan Fredrik (1795�±1866).�¶ In 
Kansallisbiografia, ed. Matti Klinge et. al. (Helsinki: Finnish Literature Society 2007). 
32 School children register 1839�±1857, Nurmijärvi Parish Archives, the National Archives of Finland.  
33 School children register 1839�±1857, Nurmijärvi Parish Archives, the National Archives of Finland; Tommila, 
Nurmijärven historia II, 368�±369. 
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to have the most lacking skills and knowledge in letters.34 On the other side of the province border, 

in Erkylä and Ridasjärvi villages, the local parish priest was not as ambitious as Bergh and his 

school teacher, and even the Sunday school activities started only in the 1850s.35 

 

Teaching was far from the present day ideals of equal communication between the teacher and the 

pupil. Methods included learning alphabet by shouting together. Discipline was severe and 

treatment often harsh and being disciplined by a priest was humiliating for older pupils. The horrors 

of learning were famously presented by Finnish author Aleksis Kivi (1834�±1872) in his 

aforementioned novel Seven Brothers (Seitsemän veljestä). Loyal the its title, the novel narrates of 

seven brothers who are already young adults but lazy and illiterate and would rather escape to the 

forests than suffer the humiliation of hard-handed tutoring by the parish clerk. 

 

The horrors of the young age were further re-enacted in catechetical meetings where even adults 

were expected to be present and to prove their skills in front of the clergy and their fellow 

parishioners. In these reading-days everyone was ordered to come and publicly prove his or her 

skills in reading. In this context, the novel Seven Brothers reflects on the consequences of bad 

childhood experiences related to learning: 

 

I say like Paavo Jaakkola, that fine lad: "This life would suit me if it had one day a 

year less, if it wasn't for that accursed Bible-reading Day." And he also said: "It isn't 

the pain, but the shame", as he did once after one of those hair-pulling feasts, in which 

his own crop had been badly milled again. -- he was one of the wisest and deftest of 

men; only his stepmother had surlily thrust the book upon him in the beginning, and 

so reading-day became a day of terror for him. -- Mikko Kukkoinen, a man big and 

stout as a chopping-block, -- shied like a lamb when he heard in his tool-shed the 

sound of the parson's sleigh-bells on reading-day. So awful is this day, this feast of 

sweating and hair-pulling.36 

 

Seven Brothers seems to advocate milder teaching methods and in the novel the parish clerk is 

brought to question his harsh methods that he has learnt from previous generations. Although the 

novel is fiction, the time Aleksis Kivi wrote his novel coincides with new tendencies in real life 

 
34 School children register 1839�±1857, Nurmijärvi Parish Archives, the National Archives of Finland; Junnila, 
Hyvinkään seurakunta 1917�±1992, 16. 
35 Keskitalo, Hausjärven historia, 488. 
36 Aleksis Kivi, Seven Brothers, chapter 11. Translation Alex Matson. 
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education. Strict catechetical teachings were giving way to a wider understanding of education, the 

initiative was moved from the clergy to enlightened aristocracy, and this time Erkylä village was the 

forerunner. 

 

 

The a



essential role of PAs in maintaining biodiversity and pro-

moting global human health.

A line of defence against illegal wildlife trade
There is well-established evidence that PAs are a major

source of illegal wildlife trade [7,21]. With wild vertebrates

being reservoirs of a large repertoire of zoonotic pathogens,

wildlife trade enhances several pathways of zoonotic patho-

gen spillover [5��]. Hence, in response to COVID-19, there

havebeen several calls to ban allwildlife trade and shut local

wetmarkets [22�].Manyof these large-scale blanketbansdo

have unintended consequences for PAs, as they can under-

mine safe, legal and sustainable wildlife trade for communi-

ties living in and around PAs for whomwildlife constitutes a

safety net [21,22�,23,24]. In the absence of strong law

enforcement,wildlife tradebans can also drivewildlife trade

tomove underground [25].Where bans remove legal supply

options (e.g. captive breeding), they can accelerate illegal

trade, increasing prices on black markets and driving over-

exploitation of wild species [26]. In fact, there are emerging

reports that the loss of conservation revenue caused by

COVID-19 and the reduced capacity for patrolling and

law enforcement has resulted in increasing levels of illegal

poaching in many PAs worldwide [23,27�,28]. PA managers

are one of the first lines of defence against both emerging

zoonosesandillegalwildlife trade.Therefore, theycanplaya

critical role in better characterizing wildlife trade pathways,

assessing conflicts emerging fromwildlife bans, andpromot-

ing larger on-the-ground discussions on the complex web of

inter-relations between wildlife trade, conservation, and

global disease risk [22�,29]. We believe that the COVID-

19 pandemics offers an interesting opportunity to reify the

role of PAs in reducing the risk of further zoonoses and

supporting human health.

Monitoring biodiversity on the frontlines of
pandemic risk
High-risk areas for the mitigation and surveillance of

novel disease emergence can be identified depending

on levels of habitat fragmentation and human encroach-

ment into natural habitats [30]. In addition, competent

reservoir species are more likely to be generalist species

that have adapted to human-dominated landscapes

[31,32]. Therefore, shifts in mammalian community com-

position could be an early warning system indicating

decline in threatened wildlife populations, ongoing

homogenization at the community level, and ultimately

poor PA effectiveness, and high risk of infectious disease

emergence. Integrating remote sensing and emerging

technologies like iDNA (invertebrate-derived DNA) into

PA monitoring schemes is a promising approach to moni-

tor habitat degradation, vertebrate populations, and spe-

cific or novel pathogens [33–36]. Increased conservation

resources are thus needed to mainstream this One Health
approach to wildlife monitoring across networks of PAs

[37]. This will allow identifying PAs and surrounding

buffer areas needing urgent attention and funding to

restore ecological integrity and decrease risk for infec-

tious disease emergence. We argue that a ‘disease risk

mitigation’ dimension would complement new protected

area targets post-2020 based on ecological outcomes [38]

and would improve integration of human health into

global biodiversity conservation policies.

Concluding remarks
The current COVID-19 pandemics poses an exceptional

opportunity to raise awareness not only of the complex

inter-connections between the health of people, wildlife,

and our shared environment [5��], but also of the impor-

tant role that a well-managed, sustainable and effective

PA network plays in preventing the spillover of diseases

from wildlife to people [39��]. Rampant levels of defor-

estation, increasing levels of illegal wildlife trade and

encroachment in natural areas, threaten the ecology

integrity of many PAs and should be therefore understood

as a ticking time bomb for further zoonotic disease spill-

over [40–42]. With a rapidly accelerating human footprint

[1], the role that PAs have historically played in regulating

zoonotic disease dynamics cannot be considered as unlim-

ited anymore [39��]. As such, there is a greater need than

ever to adopt a One Health approach in PA management,

targeting areas with a high-risk of emergence of zoonotic

diseases for integrated conservation planning and man-

agement, and implementing monitoring systems for early

detection of emerging infectious disease events and ille-

gal wildlife trade. More broadly, we argue that effective

and equitably managed networks of PAs can and should

be part of the response to reduce the risk of future

zoonotic pandemics.
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